
David Guetta invites fans
to enter the metaverse
The music legend is the latest entertainer using
the metaverse to create novel experiences for
fans. The David Guetta Experience enables
players to save the future of music in a rhythm-
action gameplay.

David Guetta, the French DJ and producer synonymous with success in dance
music, teases the 2023 launch of the ‘Stage11 David Guetta Experience’, a
novel ‘playable music metaverse adventure’.

In several posts across David Guetta’s Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and
Facebook pages, the DJ called on his fans to join him, Snoop Dogg, Akon, and
Ne-Yo in an exciting new playable music adventure that is only available on the
Stage11 platform. Stage11 is a startup leveraging cutting-edge technology to
reimagine music entertainment for the metaverse.

In the David Guetta Experience, players will select an avatar to join David
Guetta and Snoop Dogg on a high-octane, sci-fi adventure, where they battle it
out to save the future of music in rhythm-action gameplay. The overall
experience aims to deliver a cinematic narrative, with Hollywood-grade visuals
– involving players on a mission to save the music metaverse in an immersive,
multiplayer environment.

As part of the announcement, Stage11 has partnered with Exclusible, the
premium Web3 platform, to offer 500 exclusive Stage11 OG Pass Utility NFTs. 

By investing in an OG Pass, one of only 500 available, investors not only get VIP
access and special perks for the David Guetta Experience, they also are
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investing into the future of the Stage11 platform and all the future experiences
to come, in collaboration with world-leading artists, brands and creators. This is
a one-off opportunity to join Stage11 in its mission to reimagine music for the
Metaverse.

“Performing in the real world is always such an
incredible experience; the music, the stage, the
crowds. But to be able to take it to the next level
with Stage11 and give my fans the opportunity to
join me in the metaverse is literally out of this
world.” – David Guetta

OG Pass Utility NFT holders will be able to claim their first exclusive benefits for
DGX including:

VIP Pass to the David Guetta experience (this perk alone is available for USD
$99 here)

Access to an exclusive legendary avatar NFT – the rarest and highest tier
NFT available in the David Guetta Experience

Ultra-rare in-game attributes, such as special player VFX, wearable cosmetic
items, and unique dance moves

Access to additional gameplay and exciting story content to add even more
depth to the David Guetta Experience and others to come

As well as benefits far beyond DGX:

Exclusive access and benefits for all future experiences

Exclusive access to whitelists for all future Stage11 NFT drops and artist
collab projects and experiences.

Being an OG and the acclaim it brings for being an early supporter of the
Stage11 project.

https://stage11.com/dgx/


Given an OG name tag and invited to the exclusive O.G. channel on the
Stage11 Discord, allowing first-hand access to the creators of DGX and
helping shape experiences of the future.

With a limited supply of 500 OG Passes, those wanting to gain VIP access to the
David Guetta Experience and become an OG of the Stage11 community can
reserve one for $399 here.

The DGX playable demo launches Fall 2022 with the full experience coming in
April 2023.
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